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Accelerate your digital transformation.
The mandate to accelerate digital transformation is critical to remain competitive. Which digital
capabilities should your procurement organization develop? How will you prioritize investments in
new technology in order to deliver speed to value? This paper discusses five capabilities that will
enable dramatic acceleration of digital transformation, increased digital investment, growth
of digital revenue streams and widen the performance gap between digital leaders and laggards.
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No matter how you look at it, digital is accelerating everything around us. It has
become the catalyst for change as business leaders embrace new ways of working,
as well as new go-to-market and operating models. In our most recent Key Issues
Study, enterprise digital transformation catapulted to the No. 1 priority for 2021,
up five spots in the ranking from the previous year. More than one-half (53%) of
companies report having a major digital transformation initiative on the enterprise
agenda, and 65% of these companies have accelerated their digital programs in
response to the 2020 crisis.
While the mandate to accelerate digital transformation may be clear, the process
for accomplishing it remains a challenge for most organizations. Which digital
capabilities should your procurement organization develop? And how will you
prioritize investments in new technology in order to deliver speed to value?
This paper offers an approach for answering those questions.
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Digital Excelleration is about speed to value
®

The term “digital transformation” has come to represent a whole host of technology and business
transformation initiatives. But what does it really mean? Simply stated, it is the process of unleashing digital
technologies to create new and enhance existing business capabilities, processes, and experiences that meet
rapidly changing requirements – with speed to value of the essence.
Unlocking speed to value has been a goal for some time; however, it
took on a new and more existential meaning during the pandemic. This
management maxim refers to the need for continuous innovation of
products, services, and operations that yields demonstrable economic and
experiential – think ease, transparency and speed – business results.

As organizations continue to respond to the impact of the pandemic,
The Hackett Group has identified five digital business capabilities
required to succeed:
• Digital engagement
• Digital workforce and organization

For many organizations, the business disruption triggered by the pandemic
was a real digital wake-up call. Out of sheer necessity, companies made
massive changes in weeks – sometimes days – that otherwise would have
taken months to plan and execute. Effectiveness of response was directly
correlated with digital maturity or the ability to quickly employ technology
to adapt the business model to new needs.
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• Digital service optimization
• Digital ecosystem
• Analytics-driven business insight
Together, these five capabilities will enable dramatic acceleration of digital
transformation, increased digital investment, growth of digital revenue
streams, and a widening performance gap between digital leaders
and laggards.
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Enterprise and procurement digital business strategy

Five essential digital business capabilities

Enterprise digital business strategy derives from threats and opportunities
created by technology innovation, competition, core competencies, and
general business conditions. Some companies may consider it integral to
the overall business strategy and develop it as part of the strategic planning
process. Others may develop it in a separate planning cycle, aligned with
business strategy but focused strictly on the digital aspects. The digital
business strategy may involve comprehensive changes to the business
model, or it may just specify incremental or limited changes.

The enterprise and procurement digital business strategies provide
parameters for the five digital business capabilities at the heart of this
approach: digital engagement, digital workforce and organization, digital
service optimization, digital ecosystem, and analytics-driven business
insight (described in more detail on the following pages). While the
priorities for a particular company will flow from the digital business
strategy and objectives, each of these five areas will have a profound
effect on the speed to value of transformation and the ability to deliver
expected levels of performance improvement. These capabilities are highly
interdependent, with business insight as a thread that ties all of them
together. Therefore, procurement leaders cannot decouple and approach
them as discrete concepts.

The business expects procurement to create differentiated value beyond
traditional cost savings. This requires the function to innovate new
capabilities, while also ensuring efficient, effective and resilient operations.
To do so, it will need to adopt an operating model that is a hybrid of
resources aligned with the function and resources integrated in business
units, enterprise centers of excellence, and third-party partnerships.

Digital transformation enablers
Finally, while procurement organizations are increasingly becoming the
owners of their digital journey, they must work in close alignment with
the IT organization to ensure that system/tool selection is consistent with
the overall enterprise direction. Procurement leaders must also make
sure they develop and maintain adequate capabilities to execute the
digital business strategy.

The five digital business capabilities are digital engagement, digital workforce and organization,
digital service optimization, digital ecosystem, and analytics-driven business insight.
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5

essential digital
business capabilities
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1

Digital engagement

A flood of technology innovations has transformed the way companies and business services functions engage with
customers, suppliers, partners, and other stakeholders – and the field is still rapidly evolving. These technologies can
optimize stakeholder experiences by digitizing and integrating interactions across channels and leveraging data.
Broad-based capabilities for digital engagement encompass front-office automation, customer self-service,
e-commerce and social media platforms.

While standardizing processes at the back end, procurement should focus
on providing user-friendly technology and self-service tools that increase
efficiency and speed, reduce errors, and improve experience. Development
of digital engagement capabilities should focus on knowing the suppliers
and internal stakeholders, customizing interactions, enabling stakeholders
to access services or information in different ways (web, phone, app,
email, etc.), ensuring consistent interaction across channels, and providing
analytics and insight in real time.

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

Chatbots/intelligent agents
Intelligent devices and omnichannel tools
Data visualization and real-time analytics
Customer relationship management systems

Digital engagement capabilities may include:
• Spend dashboards and real-time access to data
• Buying desks designed to engage and inform stakeholders
• Seamless multichannel engagement
• Built-in customer privacy and security
• Intelligent agent-assisted self-service
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2

Digital workforce and organization

Technology has changed the nature of work by automating routine tasks, digitizing workflows, connecting co-workers in
virtual teams, and untethering and empowering knowledge workers with personal productivity tools. These capabilities
utilize digital tools and platforms to maximize productivity, intellectual property creation, and the value contribution of
both individual workers and the teams in which they work. Most of today’s digital capabilities enable workers through
remote access to applications and self-service provisioning; knowledge management tools; workforce collaboration
platforms such as Microsoft Teams, Zoom and Slack: and other means of communication and engagement.

The next wave of digital transformation will have an even more profound
impact on the workforce than traditional automation and, for many roles,
will change the nature of work beyond recognition. This will be the result
of a perfect storm: the entry of a digitally native generation into the
workforce, the mass adoption of traditional technologies that eliminate
most repetitive tasks, and the rapid maturation of cognitive technologies.
Procurement organizations should focus on developing digital
capabilities that include:

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

Knowledge management systems
Virtual collaboration tools
Cloud-based applications and data
Self-service analytics

• Seamless access to enterprise data
• Common, easy-to-use communication, collaboration and creativity tools
• Access to analytical tools
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3

Digital service optimization

Historically, business process automation has never fully lived up to its promise due to the inherently dynamic nature of
business processes and operating models, and the inability of business applications to adapt to changes at the speed at
which business operates. Without a major overhaul of technology platforms and upgrade of IT capabilities, this agility gap
will only widen. Digital service capabilities center around the use of content and process digitization, business process
management, automated workflows and approvals, robotic process and cognitive automation to maximize the efficiency
and effectiveness of business services, and execution of underlying processes.

To optimize digital service, procurement organizations will need to fully
adopt cloud-based applications across the source-to-pay landscape – both
to streamline and automate traditional, rule-based processes and enable
the efficient delivery of new services. These tools must be faster to
implement, easier to configure and more intuitive to use than tools
used in the past.
Key areas of focus should be on developing capabilities for:
• Virtualization of procurement service delivery
• End-to-end process design and intelligent automation to eliminate
manual dependencies and continuity risks
• Autonomous decision-making based on artificial intelligence (AI)
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ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

Supplier portals
Cloud-based modern application platforms
Robotic process automation (RPA) technology
Supply risk and supplier relationship management tools
Business process management, workflow and
orchestration solutions
Smart automation technologies
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4

Digital ecosystem

Traditional organization structures and value chains are evolving into networks of digitally connected resources, service
providers, and consumers. The business-to-business networks, knowledge networks and internet of things (IoT) are
examples of emerging digital ecosystems. Within a knowledge network, companies may, for example, crowdsource
innovation, collaborate with strategic suppliers to innovate, or incorporate customer feedback into product development.
An ecosystem based on the IoT may enable entirely new business models, products or service offerings.

Digital pathways that connect procurement with business stakeholders,
suppliers and third-party service providers will enhance the value that
procurement brings to the organization. These also augment process
efficiency and improve user experience.
Priorities for enhancing procurement digital ecosystem
capabilities may include:
• Automated supplier networks
• End-to-end life cycle management solutions supplemented by
best-of-breed technologies with seamless connectivity
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ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

Digital platforms such as e-sourcing and
e-procurement
Virtual collaboration and network tools
IoT
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5

Analytics-driven business insight

Superior ability to mine data for business insight is an important – and for many industries, the most critical – competitive
differentiator. Digitally native companies like Uber, Amazon, Facebook and Google optimize their service offerings almost
in real time based on analytics-driven insight. Established industrial age firms like Caterpillar, GE and Bayer are redefining
their business models, generating analytics-based revenue streams. Consumer packaged goods giants like Unilever and
Procter & Gamble compete based on the analytical capability of their marketing functions.

The pressure to deliver on enterprise strategy – and then monitor and
assess performance against that strategy – is driving procurement
organizations to adopt more sophisticated tools and analytics capabilities.
Modernizing data management platforms, managing data as a strategic
asset and applying new analytics solutions will accelerate speed to value.

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

Automated spend analytics
Data visualization

Key capabilities will include:

Master data management tools

• A single data repository with consistent definitions and governance
• Master data management
• Integrated business planning
• Real-time data access and visibility
• Prescriptive and predictive analytics for better decision-making

Machine learning
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Smart data capture
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Fast-tracking the procurement digital journey
To build digital capabilities that increase speed to value, procurement organizations will need to leverage the right tools
from across today’s broad technology landscape. The following steps can help you mobilize quickly yet intelligently for
the digital transformation ahead.
Conduct a rapid scan

Size the opportunity

Place your bets

Chart the digital strategy

Define the vision and digital
maturity gap.

Define the opportunities to drive
digital transformation.

Measure the value and
impact of initiatives.

Develop a road map to close the
gap and boost digital maturity.

Assess the digital strategy and
maturity of current capabilities
and digital operations.

Identify gaps and opportunities
within procurement processes.

Analyze the planned value of digital
opportunities, including financial,
strategic value analysis and risk
assessment.

Develop a detailed and specific
pipeline of digital initiatives ranked
according to an analysis of value
creation opportunity.

Recommend projects to stop,
start or accelerate.

Define dependencies, resource
constraints, scenarios and
program risks.

Analyze historic and planned
payback, how expected ROI
compares to best practices,
and how to improve ROI.

Define charters, business cases
and planned outcomes for primary
initiatives.

Segment procurement digital
capabilities into the five
categories described on
pages 8 through 13.
Determine baseline maturity
of digital capabilities using an
established maturity framework.
Identify targeted digital
opportunities and set digital
vision.
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Segment capabilities based on
use among core modernization,
best-of-breed, business process
management, smart automation,
data and analytics, and AI
solutions.
Compare baseline to automation
levels of best practices.
Develop use cases.
Develop a heat map that prioritizes
digital innovation and
experimentation investment
opportunities.

Hold planning workshops with
critical stakeholders to gain
consensus for moving forward
and accelerating impact.
Create new roles to support digital
strategy development and
accelerated execution.
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